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ABSTRACT
We propose a model for multi-objective optimization, a credo, for
agents in a system that are configured into multiple groups (i.e.,
teams). Our model of credo regulates how agents optimize their behavior for the component groups they belong to. We evaluate credo
in the context of challenging social dilemmas with reinforcement
learning agents. Our results indicate that the interests of teammates,
or the entire system, are not required to be fully aligned for globally
beneficial outcomes. We identify two scenarios without full common interest that achieve high equality and significantly higher
mean population rewards compared to when the interests of all
agents are aligned.
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INTRODUCTION

Humans have evolved the inherent ability to cooperate and organize
into teams. Some hypothesize that this has significantly supported
our path of achieving higher intelligence [43, 55]. Organizational
Psychology and Biology have studied the structures and behavioral conditions under which people tend to be most efficient [53].
People tend to organize themselves into “teams-of-teams" within
a larger system that are not in zero-sum competition, improving
self identification and clarity of goals within a smaller group [33].
Today, these teams are present at various levels of complexity in
order to survive, compete in sports, or complete tasks.
Wayne Gretzky, a former ice hockey player known as The Great
One, describes a successful team as requiring “each and every
[player] helping each other and pulling in the same direction". However, do players on successful teams only optimize for the goals
of their team? Is his strategy the best way for teams to achieve
success? If not, under which conditions does optimizing for an
alternative goal help or hinder team success, and can incentives for
individual goals actually promote behavior that is beneficial to the
team? In this work, we analyze how the performance and benefits
of teams are impacted when learning agents may have different
preferences by which they optimize their behavior.
Multiagent Reinforcement Learning (MARL) has achieved impressive results in competitive two-team zero-sum settings such
as capture the flag [27], hide-and-seek [7], and Robot Soccer [29],
where teammates optimize for the goals of their team. The recent
call to make cooperation central to the development of artificial
intelligence (AI) places emphasis on understanding the mechanisms
behind teamwork beyond just in competition [13, 14] and to adapt
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findings from Organizational Psychology [5]. MARL agents learning to cooperate often build common interest by sharing exogenous
rewards [1, 6]; however, purely pro-social agents may not be possible when considering agents designed by different manufacturers
or hybrid AI/human populations. Agents in these settings may have
some self-interest for personal goals; therefore, it is important to
understand how and when cooperation can be supported in systems
where agents may optimize for multiple objectives.
We introduce agent credo, a model which regulates how agents
optimize for multiple objectives in the presence of teams. The noun
credo, defined as “the beliefs or aims which guide someone’s actions" [51], fits appropriately to describe our model of how agents
optimize for goals. We analyze credo in mixed-motive social dilemmas popular in recent MARL research on cooperation [30, 57]. We
discover multiple situations in which, despite some selfish preferences, certain credo configurations significantly outperform populations where the interests of all agents are aligned. This work
makes the following contributions:
• We formally define a model of credo for multiagent teams.
• We study how the incentive structures of social dilemmas
depend on the interaction between agents’ credo and environmental variables.
• With learning agents, we empirically evaluate the impact of
credo and find that a population can achieve over 30% higher
rewards if agents partially optimize for personal or fragmentary goals instead of goals shared by the entire population.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Human and Animal Teamwork
The notion of separate entities working together to form a team is
observed across various organisms and levels of complexity. Animals such as ants, hyenas, and whales have also been shown to display similar teamwork characteristics which increase their outputs
beyond any individual [3, 4]. Humans have been shown to evolve
with an inherent bias towards teamwork and cooperation [24, 56].
This ability to cooperate is hypothesized to have significantly contributed to our development of increased intelligence and the ability
to learn new complex skills [45, 55]. Specifically, humans have developed elaborate systems of “teams-of-teams" often observed in
industry, military, and sports teams which must be understood by
examining between-team behavior [18].
Multiteam Systems (MTSs) [33, 61], a sub-field of Organizational
Psychology, specializes in understanding characteristics of these
systems which lead to a larger well-functioning organism [16, 31].
MTSs research relies on human user studies which often leads to
conflicting results regarding the importance of component team
boundary status, connections between teams, goal type, and withinteam alignment [62]. A common theme across many research areas

in MTSs is the idea of social identification, or how agents perceive
their goals [41, 53]. Team members may need to balance tendencies
for their own personal goals with the goals of their team or the
entire system [10, 59]. Our model of credo formalizes how RL agents
manage tension between different goals, partly inspired by the
population structure and partially shared objectives of MTSs.

2.2

Teamwork in AI

In AI, the concept of multiple non-conflicting teams that compose a
larger system has been primarily explored for task completion [22,
54]. This work built on years of research studying ideas of withinteam coordination, such as how agents share plans [23], beliefs [39,
40], and intentions [22]. Tambe [54] defines a model for a system
of teams that can work together towards a common goal; however,
that work lacked the ability to generalize. These early models of
teams define teammates as being bounded by full common interest.
Recent work on teams in AI has focused on ad hoc teamwork [19,
32, 35, 52, 58], teams in competition [46, 47] or coordination problems [28]. For teams in competition, building common interest
among teammates often translates to fully sharing the rewards of
the team [7, 8]. In social dilemmas, reward sharing is often used to
align the interests of two [1], a subset [6], or an entire population
of agents [34]. Reward gifting allows agents to incentivize others,
though manifests extra reward and violates budget-balance [25, 60].
These approaches have become standard in mixed-motive AI research to provide agents both an extrinsic reward from their environment and intrinsic reward from their peers [26, 28, 38, 58].
However, recent work for single group task completion has found
their best results when agents do not only optimize for their group’s
preference, but also consider their individual preferences [19].
We expand the study of multiagent team structures and multigoal optimization to define credo, a model of how agents optimize
for multiple objectives. The model of teams we implement in our
analysis is inspired by early work in both AI and MTSs. We define
credo to regulate the amount of utility common interest among
teammates and between teams. We base our analysis around similar
concepts to MTSs using learning agents, such as the impact of
interaction types, where cooperation happens, and under which
conditions agents learn to cooperate.

3

MODEL OF CREDO WITH TEAMS

We model our base environment as a stochastic game G = ⟨𝑁 , 𝑆,
{𝐴}𝑖 ∈𝑁 , {𝑅}𝑖 ∈𝑁 , 𝑃, 𝛾, Σ⟩. 𝑁 is our set of all agents that learn online
from experience and 𝑆 is the state space, observable by all agents,
where 𝑠𝑖 is a single state observed by agent 𝑖. 𝐴 = 𝐴1 ×. . .×𝐴𝑁 is the
joint action space for all agents where 𝐴𝑖 is the action space of agent
𝑖. 𝑅 = 𝑅1 × . . . × 𝑅𝑁 is the joint reward space for all agents where
𝑅𝑖 is the reward function of agent 𝑖 defined as 𝑅𝑖 : 𝑆 × 𝐴 × 𝑆 ↦→ R,
a real-numbered reward for taking an action in an initial state
and resulting in the next state. 𝑃 : 𝑆 × 𝐴 ↦→ Δ(𝑆) represents the
transition function which maps a state and joint action into a next
state with some probability and 𝛾 represents the discount factor so
that 0 ≤ 𝛾 < 1. Σ represents the policy space of all agents, and the
policy of agent 𝑖 is represented as 𝜋𝑖 : 𝑆 ↦→ 𝐴𝑖 which specifies an
action that the agent should take in an observed state.1
1 We

can also allow for randomized policies.

We introduce agent credo, a model to regulate how much an
agent optimizes for different reward components it has access to. In
this paper, we use “common interest" in the utility sense, referring
to when agents share exogenous rewards instead of sharing views.
A team is a subset of agents which have some degree of common
interest for team-level goals. Given a population, multiple teams
with different preferences and interests may co-exist that are not
in zero-sum competition. The collection of all teams is referred to
as a team structure. We denote the set of all team as T , the teams
agent 𝑖 belongs to as T𝑖 , and a specific team as 𝑇𝑖 ∈ T𝑖 .
Our goal is to relax the modelling assumption that teammates
are bound through full common interest [7, 12, 27] to study how
different credos impact a system of learning agents. For example, an
agent may optimize their policy for the performance of one or multiple teams, while also being somewhat oriented towards its own
personal goals. We represent these guiding principles by decomposing the reward any agent 𝑖 may receive from the environment
into three components: their individual exogenous reward 𝐼𝑅𝑖 = 𝑅𝑖 ,
the rewards 𝑖 receives from each team they belong to 𝑇 𝑅𝑇𝑖 𝑖 ∀𝑇𝑖 ∈ T𝑖 ,
and the reward 𝑖 receives from the system of 𝑁 agents 𝑆𝑅𝑖 . 𝑇 𝑅𝑇𝑖 𝑖
and 𝑆𝑅𝑖 can be implemented with any function to aggregate and
distribute rewards amongst multiple agents.
We define credo to be a vector of parameters, cr𝑖 , where the
sum of all parameters is 1. The credo of an agent is represented
𝑇
cr𝑖 = ⟨𝜓𝑖 , 𝜙𝑖𝑇1 , . . . , 𝜙𝑖 |T | , 𝜔𝑖 ⟩, where 𝜓 is the credo parameter for 𝑖’s
individual reward 𝐼𝑅𝑖 , 𝜙𝑖𝑇𝑖 is the credo parameter for the reward
𝑇 𝑅𝑇𝑖 𝑖 from team𝑇𝑖 ∈ T𝑖 , and 𝜔𝑖 is the credo parameter for the reward
𝑖 receives from the system 𝑆𝑅𝑖 . The parameter notation is organized
by increasing order of group size, so that cr𝑖 = ⟨self, . . . , teams, . . . ,
system⟩, where |self| < |teams| ≤ |system|. Agent 𝑖’s credo-based
reward function 𝑅𝑖cr is calculated as:
Õ

𝑅𝑖cr = 𝜓𝑖 𝐼𝑅𝑖 +

𝜙𝑖𝑇𝑖 𝑇 𝑅𝑇𝑖 𝑖 + 𝜔𝑖 𝑆𝑅𝑖 ,

(1)

𝑇𝑖 ∈T𝑖

The environment in our analysis consists of a stochastic game
with a model of team structure ⟨G, T ⟩. A particular case is where
agents belong to exactly one team, which we study in the rest
of this paper. Formally, T is a partition of the population into
disjoint teams, T = {𝑇𝑖 |𝑇𝑖 ⊆ 𝑁 , ∪𝑇 = 𝑁 ,𝑇𝑖 ∩ 𝑇 𝑗 = ∅∀𝑖, 𝑗 }. This
team structure simplifies the credo vector for each agent to be
cr𝑖 = ⟨𝜓𝑖 , 𝜙𝑖 , 𝜔𝑖 ⟩ where 𝜙𝑖 is the credo parameter for 𝑖’s team.
Any function can be used to calculate 𝐼𝑅𝑖 , 𝑇 𝑅𝑇𝑖 𝑖 , or 𝑆𝑅𝑖 in our
model. We implement functions to be consistent with building
common interest between learning agents, similar to past work [7,
27, 58]. 𝐼𝑅𝑖 is defined to be the agent’s normal exogenous reward
𝑅𝑖 . Their team reward is defined as 𝑇 𝑅𝑇𝑖 𝑖 : 𝑆 × 𝐴𝑖 × 𝑆 ↦→ R, so that:
Í
𝑇 𝑅𝑇𝑖 𝑖

=

𝑗 ∈𝑇𝑖

𝑅 𝑗 (𝑆, 𝐴 𝑗 , 𝑆)
,

|𝑇𝑖 |

where teammates share their rewards equally. The system-wide
reward is defined as 𝑆𝑅𝑖 : 𝑆 × 𝐴𝑖 × 𝑆 ↦→ R so that:
Í
𝑆𝑅𝑖 =

𝑗 ∈𝑁

𝑅 𝑗 (𝑆, 𝐴 𝑗 , 𝑆)
|𝑁 |

,

Cooperate

Defect

Cooperate 𝑏 − 𝑐, 𝑏 − 𝑐
−𝑐, 𝑏
Defect
𝑏, −𝑐
0, 0
Table 1: An example of the Prisoner’s Dilemma with the
costs (c) and benefits (b) of cooperating (𝑏 > 𝑐 > 0).

the mean reward of all 𝑁 agents. The final credo-based reward for
agent 𝑖, 𝑅𝑖cr , is calculated using Equation 1 and these functions.
As is standard in many MARL problems, agents are trained to
independently maximize their rewards. In particular, at time 𝑡 each
agent 𝑖 selects some action 𝑎𝑖 which together form a joint action
𝑎𝑡 . This action results in a transition from state 𝑠 𝑡 to state 𝑠 𝑡 +1 ,
according to the transition function 𝑃, and provides each agent 𝑖
with reward 𝑅𝑖,𝑡 (𝑠 𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 , 𝑠 𝑡 +1 ). Agents seek to maximize their sum of
Í
discounted future rewards, 𝑉𝑖 = 𝑡∞=0 𝛾 𝑡 𝑅𝑖,𝑡 . Our model replaces 𝑅𝑖
cr
with 𝑅𝑖 , reconfiguring the learning problem so agents must learn
behavior that maximizes their sum of discounted future credo-based
rewards according to the team structure and environment.

4

SOCIAL DILEMMAS

Social dilemmas present tension between short-term individual
incentives and the long-term collective interest, where agents must
cooperate for higher rewards. All agents prefer the benefits of
a cooperative outcome; however, the short-term benefits of selfinterested behavior outweigh those of cooperative behavior, making
social dilemmas an excellent testbed for credo. Social dilemmas and
mechanisms for agents or people to overcome them has been widely
studied across game theory [11, 48], economics [9, 37], psychology [17, 20], and more recently, AI [1, 15, 30]. For our analysis,
we consider intertemporal social dilemmas with active provision,
defined as when cooperation carries an explicit cost [26]. We implement our models of credo and teams in the Iterated Prisoner’s
Dilemma (IPD) [44] and Cleanup Markov game [57].

4.1

Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma (IPD)

In the one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma, two agents interact and each
must decide to either cooperate (𝐶) with or defect (𝐷) on each other.
We assume there is a cost (𝑐) and a benefit (𝑏) to cooperating where
𝑏 > 𝑐 > 0 with payoffs shown in Table 1. If an agent cooperates, it
incurs the cost 𝑐. If both agents cooperate, they both also benefit,
each receiving a reward of 𝑏−𝑐. If one agent cooperates but the other
defects, then we assume that the cooperating agent incurs the cost
𝑐, but the defecting agent reaps the benefit 𝑏 (e.g., by stealing the
contribution of the cooperator). If neither cooperate, neither benefit
nor incur a cost, leading to a reward of zero for both. The unique
Nash Equilibrium is obtained when both agents defect, represented
by (𝐷, 𝐷), since if one agent cooperates, the other agent is strictly
better off defecting and receiving 𝑏, instead of 𝑏 − 𝑐.
The degree to which agents optimize for different groups may
change how these interactions are viewed. The traditional assumption is that each agent acts individually and is solely focused on
their own individual reward. However, if agents have certain credos, they may optimize for entire groups they belong to instead of
themselves which may have a considerable impact on how agents

learn. We can view the standard Prisoners’ Dilemma in Table 1 as
an instance of the game where the credo of both agents is fully
self-focused (cr𝑖 = ⟨1, 0, 0⟩). If both agents were entirely systemfocused (cr𝑖 = ⟨0, 0, 1⟩), or on the same team and team-focused
(cr𝑖 = ⟨0, 1, 0⟩), agents would wish to take actions which maximize
their shared utility, resulting in mutual cooperation.
In the IPD, this game is played repeatedly which adds a temporal
component and allows agents to learn a policy over time. Instead
of just two agents, we work with a population of agents that are
divided into teams a priori. At each timestep, agents are randomly
paired with another agent, a counterpart, that may or may not be a
teammate. Agents are informed as to what team their counterpart
belongs to through a numerical signal 𝑠𝑖 , though additional identity
information is not shared. Agents must decide to cooperate with
or defect on this counterpart for a single round of the Prisoner’s
Dilemma. Their payoff for the interaction is their reward defined
by their credo, 𝑅𝑖cr , based on their own and other agents’ interactions. Agents update their strategies (i.e., learn) using their direct
observation 𝑠𝑖 , what action they chose 𝑎𝑖 , and their credo reward
𝑅𝑖cr . Since only the team information of the counterpart is shared,
the strategies of all agents on team 𝑇𝑖 ultimately affects how agents
learn to play any member of 𝑇𝑖 . Further implementation details can
be found in Appendix A.1.2
4.1.1 Equilibrium Analysis with Credo. We are interested in understanding the conditions under which credo may help or hinder
cooperation. Thus, as a first step we investigate the impact of credo
on the stage game of the IPD with teams. To provide a clear comparison with the standard IPD, we take an ex-ante approach, where
agents are aware of their imminent interaction and the existence
of other teams, but not the actual team membership of their counterpart. Refer to Appendix B for further details and the complete
derivation of our equilibrium analysis.
Assume a pair of agents, 𝑖, 𝑗, have been selected to interact at
some iteration of the IPD and agent 𝑖 knows 𝑗 will be a teammate
with probability 𝜈 and a non-teammate with probability (1 − 𝜈).
Let 𝜎𝑇𝑖 = (𝜎 𝑗𝑖 , 1 − 𝜎 𝑗𝑖 ) represent 𝑗’s strategy profile when 𝑗 ∈ 𝑇𝑖 ,
where 𝜎 𝑗𝑖 is the probability for cooperation (𝐶). Likewise, let 𝜎𝑇𝑗 =
(𝜎 𝑗 𝑗 , 1 − 𝜎 𝑗 𝑗 ) be 𝑗’s strategy profile when 𝑗 ∈ 𝑇 𝑗 , any other team.
For the sake of our analysis, we make the assumption that all
agents have the same credo. We calculate the expected values of
cooperation and defection in situations where agents are fully selffocused (cr𝑖 = ⟨1, 0, 0⟩), team-focused (cr𝑖 = ⟨0, 1, 0⟩), and systemfocused (cr𝑖 = ⟨0, 0, 1⟩). We then calculate the conditions in which
agent 𝑖 has the incentive to cooperate as when the expected value of
cooperation dependant on credo is greater than the expected value
of defection. After algebraic simplification, we determine agent 𝑖 is
better off cooperating whenever:




2𝑐
𝑏 −𝑐
𝜙𝑖 𝜈 −
+ 𝜔𝑖
≥ 𝜓𝑖 𝑐.
(2)
𝑏 +𝑐
2
Note that this is independent of the strategy profile of their counterpart, 𝜎𝑇 . Whenever cooperation is the dominant strategy in a
stage game, it will be supported in the repeated game.
Figure 1 shows the expected reward value of cooperation minus
the expected reward value of defection by solving Equation 2 with
2 https://cs.uwaterloo.ca/~dtradke/pdfs/AgentCredo_SupplementaryMaterial.pdf

this scenario, defection becomes quickly incentivized as self-focus
increases to 𝜓𝑖 = 0.2. The experiments in Sections 5.1 show that
learning agents are able to develop globally beneficial cooperative
behavior in multiple settings where defection is incentivized.

4.2

Figure 1: Impact of teammate pairing probability 𝜈 and the
cost of cooperation 𝑐 (benefit 𝑏 = 5) on action incentives with
credo. Red corresponds with cooperation being incentivized
and blue corresponds with defection.

|T | = 5 teams. Each triangle shows the results for the linear combination of agent credo composed of self- (𝜓 ; right axis), team- (𝜙; left
axis), and system-focused (𝜔; bottom axis) parameters (increments
of 0.02). The colors indicate the strength of the incentive to either
defect (blue) or cooperate (red), as computed by Equation 2. White
is used when Equation 2 holds with equality.
Each row of plots represents different values of 𝜈, the likelihood
of being paired with a teammate. The remaining probability 1 − 𝜈
is spread across the |T | − 1 teams uniformly. With five teams,
these values of 𝜈 represent when the chance of a counterpart being
from another team is four times more likely than their own team
(𝜈 = 0.06), being from any of the five teams has equal probability
(𝜈 = 0.2), and being from the same team is four times more likely
than another team (𝜈 = 0.5). Each column of plots represents a
different cost of cooperation so that 𝑐 ∈ {1, 2, 3} with the benefit
fixed to 𝑏 = 5. For our entire analysis, we increase the cost and fix
the benefit since we are interested in the ratio between the cost and
benefit of cooperation instead of their absolute values.
We observe less overall incentive to cooperate as the cost 𝑐 increases (i.e., darker blue and has more area inside the triangles). This
pattern resembles findings observed in human behavior, where the
amount of cooperation depends on the size of the benefit compared
to the cost [49]. Another observation is that defection is incentivized in the presence of any amount of self-focus (right axes),
with the exception of one environment (𝑐 = 1 and 𝜈 = 0.5). Even in

Cleanup Markov Game

The Cleanup domain [57] is a temporally and spatially extended
Markov game representing a social dilemma. Cleanup allows us to
examine if our findings generalize to more complex environments
since agents must learn a cooperative policy through movement
and decision actions instead of choosing an explicit cooperation
action like in the IPD. Active provision is represented in Cleanup by
agents choosing actions with no associated environmental reward
that are necessary before any agent achieves a reward.
Appendix A.2 contains a screenshot of the Cleanup environment
with |T | = 3 teams. At each timestep, agents choose among nine
actions: 5 movement (up, down, left, right, or stay), 2 turning (left
or right), and a cleaning or punishing beam. One half of the map
contains an aquifer (or river) and the other an apple orchard. Waste
accumulates in the river with some probability at each timestep
which must be cleaned by agents. Apples spawn in the orchard
with a function that accounts for the cleanliness of the river. Agents
receive a reward of +1 for consuming an apple by moving on top
of them. The dilemma exists in agents needing to spend time cleaning the river (to spawn new apples) and receiving no exogenous
reward versus just staying in the orchard and enjoying the fruits
of another’s labor. Agents have the incentive to only pick apples;
however, if all agents attempt policy, no apples grow and no agents
get any reward. A successful society will balance the temptation to
free-ride with the public obligation to clean the river.

5

EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

In the rest of this paper, we present the setup and results of experiments in both environments using learning agents. While our
model does not require it, we assume that for all teams 𝑇𝑖 ,𝑇 𝑗 ∈ T ,
|𝑇𝑖 | = |𝑇 𝑗 | (i.e., given a team model, the teams are the same size).
This avoids complications that might arise with agent interactions
if teams were of significantly different sizes and to be consistent
across our domains. Alternative interaction mechanisms and teams
of different sizes are left for future work. We initialize cr𝑖 to be
the same for all agents a priori and do not change the parameters
over the duration of an experiment. Since fully self-focused and
system-focused credos have agents working as individuals (i.e., the
standard non-team framework) and one full group (i.e., cooperative
setting), they serve as benchmarks against which we can compare
the performance of other credo with teams.

5.1

IPD Evaluation

In the IPD, each experiment lasts 1.0 × 106 episodes. We configure
𝑁 = 25 Deep 𝑄-Learning [36] (DQN) agents into |T | = 5 teams of
equal size. While our team model allows for an arbitrary number
of teams of any size, this work is concerned with the relationship
between agent credo and environmental conditions.
An episode is defined by a set of agent interactions where each
agent is paired with another agent and plays an instance of the
Prisoner’s Dilemma. Agent pairings are assigned based on 𝜈, the

Figure 2: IPD: Full self-, team-, and system-focused agents
when 𝑐 = 1, 𝑏 = 5, 𝜈 = 0.2, and |T | = 5 of five agents each.
probability of being paired with a teammate and agents are unable
to explicitly modify who they interact with, a challenging scenario
for cooperation without additional infrastructure [2]. Each experiment is repeated five times with different random seeds. Further
implementation details are provided in Appendix A.1.
5.1.1 IPD: Full-Focus Credo. We start by analyzing how the behavior of agents is impacted by the extreme cases of full selffocus (cr𝑖 = ⟨1, 0, 0⟩), team-focus (cr𝑖 = ⟨0, 1, 0⟩), or system-focus
(cr𝑖 = ⟨0, 0, 1⟩) credo. Figure 2 shows our results where the 𝑥-axis
of each plot shows the time and the 𝑦-axis shows the percent of actions where agents chose to cooperate, averaged over 2,000 episode
windows. We set 𝑐 = 1, 𝑏 = 5, and 𝜈 = 0.2 so counterparts have
equal probability of being selected from any team (since |T | = 5).
Blue represents when the counterpart is a teammate and green
when the counterpart is not a teammate.
When all agents are fully self-focused (left), cr𝑖 = ⟨1, 0, 0⟩∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑁 ,
they immediately learn defection towards all other agents (blue
overlapped by green). When agents are team-focused (middle),
cr𝑖 = ⟨0, 1, 0⟩, defection is incentivized as shown in Figure 1. However, we find agents quickly identify and cooperate with their teammates and almost every agent simultaneously develops stable prosocial policies with non-teammates despite not sharing rewards.
We hypothesize this is due to a combination of reduced reward variance for actions in specific states and interactions with teammates
providing a strong positive feedback signal favoring cooperation.
In the IPD, fully system-focused DQN agents will achieve the upper
bound of performance since they maximize the collective rewards
of all agents, equivalent to choosing cooperation. In the right plot
when agents are fully system-focused, agents do learn to cooperate
with every agent regardless of team (blue overlapped by green).
While other work requires strong assumptions of behavior to steer
agents towards cooperation [1], these results indicate that full common interest may not be required to promote cooperation across
an entire population with teams.
5.1.2 IPD: Multi-Focus Credo. Next, we experiment with settings
where agents can simultaneously partially optimize for their own,
their team’s, or the system’s goals through their credo. We use the
same environmental settings as Figure 1, so that 𝜈 ∈ {0.06, 0.2, 0.5},
𝑐 ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and 𝑏 = 5 to understand how credo and environmental
parameters impact how agents learn. We evaluate the case where all
agents have the same credo parameters, that is, cr𝑖 = cr 𝑗 ∀𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁 .
Figure 3 shows our results for various combinations of credo
with 0.2 step increments, teammate pairing probability 𝜈, and the
cost of cooperation 𝑐. This creates nine different environments, each

with 21 combinations of credo represented by the intersections of
dotted lines from the three axes of each triangle of Figure 3. In
the IPD, mutual cooperation yields the highest mean population
reward. Thus, the hexagonal area around each intersection point is
colored according to the global mean percent of actions which were
to cooperate from blue (less cooperation) to red (more cooperation).
RL agents are able to condition their policy on the information of
their counterpart’s team, allowing us to observe how they learn
behavior towards different groups. For each environment, we plot
the total cooperation, cooperation with teammates (In-Team), and
cooperation with non-teammates (Out-Team).
Agents achieve high cooperation when they have full systemfocus (left corners) and learn defection as agents become selffocused (right corners). Despite the incentive to defect in eight
of nine environments, fully team-focused agents learn cooperation
in five environments, similar to the behavior in Figure 2. This cooperation is robust if full team-focus can not be achieved, such as
when self-focus 𝜓 = 0.2 and 𝑐 = 1. In these settings, the rate of
cooperation is higher when agents have high team-focus compared
to high system-focus, though decreases as when 𝑐 = 3. Unlike previous implementations of teams which assume agents have full
common interest [7, 12, 27], our results show teammates are not
required to be fully aligned to achieve good results.
This shows that teams of highly team-focused agents have the
ability to support global cooperation despite their incentives to
defect that is robust to some level of self-focus, relaxing the assumption that teammates are bound together with full common interest.
Contrary to Gretzky’s belief in Section 1, our results indicate teams
still achieve good results despite some self-focus. To understand
this significance, consider situations where pure-common interest
among teammates may not be guaranteed or all agents are unable to
be controlled. Shown next, results in the Cleanup domain actually
improve beyond full system-focus with certain credo parameters.

5.2

Cleanup Evaluation

Using the Cleanup evaluation domain, we experiment with 𝑁 = 6
agents learning with Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [50] split
into |T | = 3 teams of two agents each. Past work that has used the
Cleanup domain typically uses 𝑁 = 5 agents for a time of 1.6 × 108
environment steps (each episode is 1,000) [26, 58]. We increase the
population to 𝑁 = 6 agents to allow for three equal sized teams and
calculate metrics over the last 25% of timesteps, similar to the IPD
evaluation. Agent observability is limited to a 15 × 15 RGB window
centered on the agent’s current location. Teammates appear as the
same color and optimize their own 𝑅𝑖cr after each timestep. Each
experiment is completed eight times with different random seeds.
Further experiment details are found in Appendix A.2 and videos
of some scenarios we analyze can be found at this link.3
5.2.1 Cleanup: Reward. While success in the IPD relies on agents
choosing to cooperate in direct interactions, success in Cleanup
requires agents to coordinate and form an effective joint policy
to clean the river enough for apples to grow. Since agents must
learn their own coordinated policy by taking actions in states with
3 https://youtu.be/yFJKtA3HQ3c

Figure 3: IPD: Percent of total cooperation, cooperation with teammates (In-Team), and cooperation with non-teammates (OutTeam) when all agents follow the same credo. We experiment with different probabilities of being paired with a teammate
𝜈 ∈ {0.06, 0.2, 0.5}, costs of cooperation 𝑐 ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and fix the benefit 𝑏 = 5.

Figure 4: Cleanup: Mean population reward for every credo
in our evaluation. These experiments have |T | = 3 teams of
two agents each. The scenarios with the highest reward often have agents with slight self-focus. We identify two types
of credo scenarios that achieve the highest reward, when
credo has slight self-focus paired with high system-focus
(green star) and when team-focus is high (yellow stars).

higher complexity, we can no longer assume the full-common interest scenario (full system-focus) will achieve the upper bound
on performance. Figure 4 shows the mean credo-based population
reward per-episode 𝑅 cr for all 21 credo configurations in Cleanup,
removing the subscript 𝑖 when referencing all agents. The mean
population reward gives insight into how well agents learn to solve
the dilemma. Each hexagon corresponds with a combination of

credo, centered at the intersections of three dotted lines from each
axis (self, team, and system). Hexagons are colored according to
the mean population reward from low (white) to high (red).
Fully self-focused agents fail to solve the dilemma, receiving the
lowest mean population reward of any scenario. Previous work
has found that the highest rewards in Cleanup are obtained when
agents optimize for reward signals from all agents (i.e., systemfocus) [21, 34, 58]. However, we find that some self- or team-focus
improves the mean reward significantly over the system-focused
setting. We divide the five highest-reward environments into two
scenarios shown in Figure 4. First, when agents with high systemfocus also have slight self-focus (Figure 4, green star), and second,
when agents have high team-focus relative to their other credo
parameters (Figure 4, yellow stars). These scenarios achieve at
least 30% higher mean population reward per-episode than the full
common interest setting (system-focused; left corner).
Scenario 1: The first scenario we examine is when highly systemfocused agents have slight self-focus, cr𝑖 = ⟨0.2, 0.0, 0.8⟩ (green star).
Agents with this credo achieve 33% higher reward per-episode compared to a population with full common interest. This result is
comparable to a similar finding in past work [19], where a cooperative group performs best when agents have some selfish preferences
of how to complete a task. This suggests that, despite using an entirely different domain, agents with high common interest but slight
self-focus may consistently contribute to high group performance
and is worthy of more exploration.
Scenario 2: With the introduction of teams-focus, we more
closely examine another credo scenario that contains four of the top
five experiments with high mean rewards. The yellow stars in Figure 4 show experiments when agents have high team-focus relative
to their other credo parameters, specifically cr𝑖 ∈ {⟨0.0, 1.0, 0.0⟩,

Figure 5: Cleanup: Scenario 1: high system-focus with slight
self-focus. Agents are labeled so that “a-0/𝑇0 ” represents
agent #0 belonging to team #0. Each column of plots shows
(left) fully system-focused agents and (right; green star in
Figure 4) when agents become slightly self-focused. Better
division of labor strategies are learned when self-focus increases from zero to 0.2 by enticing four agents to pick apples instead of just two, leading to 33% higher reward.

⟨0.2, 0.8, 0.0⟩, ⟨0.0, 0.8, 0.2⟩, ⟨0.2, 0.6, 0.2⟩}. As discussed in Scenario
1, agents with high system-focus experience a decrease in rewards
when they are too system-focused. In Scenario 2, high team-focused
agents achieve high rewards regardless if self-focus is zero or 0.2,
echoing our result in the IPD that teammates are not required to
have full common interest. These insights may be useful when
attempting to influence credo in settings where agents are unable
to guarantee their amount of self-focus or team commitment.
5.2.2 Cleanup: Division of Labor. We find that agents in the highestreward experiments often learn to divide labor and specialize to
either clean the river or pick apples. This ability to coordinate with
other teams and fill roles significantly impacts the global reward. We
observe the best division of labor strategy when two agents clean
the river (i.e., cleaners) and four agents pick apples (i.e., pickers).
In the following analysis, each line in Figures 5 and 6 represent
the behavior of a single agent. For example, a line labeled “a-0/𝑇0 ”
represents agent #0 belonging to team #0. Teammates appear as
different shades of the same color (𝑇0 blue, 𝑇1 red, and 𝑇2 green). In
adjacent trials, agents with the same label (i.e., a-0/𝑇0 ) may learn
different behavior, making aggregating policies from all eight trials
difficult. Therefore, we present figures from one trial representing
the most commonly learned behavior in each setting.
Scenario 1: We first analyze the division of labor in Scenario 1
(green star in Figure 4). Figure 5 shows the number of apples picked
(top) and cleaning actions taken (bottom) by all six. The left plots
show when agents are fully system-focused (cr𝑖 = ⟨0.0, 0.0, 1.0⟩)
and the right plots shows when agents become slightly self-focused

Figure 6: Cleanup: Scenario 2: high team-focus achieves high
rewards despite a small amount of self-focus. Each column
of plots shows when team-focus is 0.6 (left) and 0.8 (right, a
yellow star in Figure 4), offset with self-focus. As team-focus
increases, two teams coordinate so at least one teammate
cleans the river, leading to better division of labor which is
maintained even when agents become fully team-focused.

(cr𝑖 = ⟨0.2, 0.0, 0.8⟩). The full system-focused population evolves
into four cleaning agents and two apple pickers, with each cleaner
receiving rewards from both pickers regardless of team membership.
This amount of reward suppresses any desire for cleaning agents
to learn to pick apples, causing the population to reach a local
minimum. The two apple pickers pick over 700 apples each resulting
in a mean population reward of 𝑅 cr = 230.3. However, increasing
the self-focus to 𝜙𝑖 = 0.2 (right plots) provides enough individual
incentive to for four agents to pick apples and collect 600 apples
each for 𝑅 cr = 305.5. Due to high system-focus, the two cleaning
agents receive enough reward from all four pickers to incentivize
them to continue cleaning, and the entire system achieves 33%
higher reward by escaping the previous local minimum.
Scenario 2: We now analyze when agents have high team-focus
compared to their other credo parameters, indicated by yellow stars
in Figure 4. Of the four experiments in this scenario, we choose
cr𝑖 = ⟨0.2, 0.8, 0.0⟩ and compare with cr𝑖 = ⟨0.4, 0.6, 0.0⟩. Since selfand team-focus change by one increment (of 0.2) and system-focus
is zero, this is the simplest possible comparison.
The columns of Figure 6 represent when agents increase teamfocus from 0.6 (left) to 0.8 (right), with the remaining credo being
self-focus. When team-focus is 0.6 (left), only one team (𝑇2 , green)
learns to divide into the different roles of one river cleaner and
one apple picker. While a-0 on 𝑇0 (dark blue) fully learns to pick
apples, their teammate (a-1) does not fully learn the role of river
cleaner. This agent attempts to also pick apples and free ride on the
cleaning of a-5. 𝑇1 does not commit either agent to clean the river,
resulting in fewer than two full river cleaners overall. This hinders
population reward, since fewer than two total cleaners is unable

reward being more equal across the population. The full systemfocused case, by definition, has perfect equality since all agents
share rewards equally. Scenario 1 still has high system-focus and
also achieves high equality. In Scenario 2, we observe the two agents
that learn to clean the river always emerge from two teams learning
to divide their labor. Since each team has at least one apple picker
agent, and agents have high team-focus to share rewards with cleaners, the population maintains high equality. Both scenarios achieve
more equality than fully self-focused agents cr𝑖 = ⟨1.0, 0.0, 0.0⟩
while obtaining significantly higher reward.

6
Figure 7: Cleanup: Inverse Gini index for every credo in our
evaluation. These experiments have |T | = 3 teams of two
agents each. Despite drastically different rewards, the credos
which achieve high rewards also have high equality.

to generate enough apples to support the remaining apple pickers.
Thus, the four main apple pickers only collect an average of just
over 400 apples each for a mean population reward of 𝑅 cr = 249.8.
In the right column when agents have higher team-focus (cr𝑖 =
⟨0.2, 0.8, 0.0⟩, yellow star scenario), two teams learn to divide into
one river cleaner and one apple picker, ensuring two agents are
always cleaning. This produces enough apples for four pickers to
collect about 600 each and both cleaners receive enough shared
reward to overcome the incentive to free ride. As a result, the
population earns 𝑅 cr = 299.4, which is 20% more reward than when
cr𝑖 = ⟨0.4, 0.6, 0.0⟩ (left) and 30% more reward than the full common
interest setting cr𝑖 = ⟨0.0, 0.0, 1.0⟩ (Figure 5 left). This division of
labor is consistently learned when team-focus is high (yellow stars).
Overall, our results show specific combinations of credo support globally beneficial behavior among a population of teams. We
expand a result from [19] to social dilemmas showing some selfishness improves group performance. Furthermore, we identify that
agent specialization within their component teams results in high
team-focus achieving more reward than fully system-focused credo.
5.2.3 Cleanup: Equality. McKee et al. [34] identify that analyzing an aggregated reward signal such as mean population reward
may overlook settings with high reward inequality that may be
detrimental to a system’s stability. Since agents do not receive any
exogenous reward for cleaning the river, it is important to consider
the implications and potential side effects of credo and teams on
population equality, or how evenly reward is distributed among a
population of agents. We model population reward equality as the
inverse Gini index, similar to past work [34]:

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 1 −

Í𝑁 Í𝑁
cr
cr
𝑖=0 𝑗=0 |𝑅𝑖 − 𝑅 𝑗 |
,
2|𝑁 | 2 𝑅 cr

(3)

where values closer to 1 represent more equality. Figure 7 shows
our results for equality, where darker red corresponds with the

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We propose a model of credo that regulates how an agent optimizes
their behavior for different groups they belong to (i.e., self, teams,
or system). Our analysis serves as a proof of concept for exploring
how agents simultaneously optimize for multiple objectives and
learn to cooperate and coordinate.
Our main contributions are two-fold. First, we show how agents
are able to form cooperative policies that are robust to some amount
of self-focus. Contrary to Gretzky’s belief in Section 1, we find that
full common interest among the population in Cleanup achieves
less reward than when agents are slightly self-focused, expanding
a similar result in [19] to social dilemmas. Second, we discover a
new scenario that achieves high reward, when agents have high
team-focus compared to other parameters. We find teams are not
required to have full common interest to achieve high rewards,
unlike how previous models of teams have been implemented [7, 12,
27]. This has significant implications is settings when the amount
of self-focus among agents may be unknown or full alignment of
a population’s or team’s interests may not be possible or desired.
As Organizational Psychology-inspired team frameworks become
more popular in multiagent systems [5], incorporating team-focus
into agent decision making becomes increasingly relevant.
While past MARL work without teams tries to prevent specialization [21, 34], the areas of Team Forming and Coalition Structure Generation often construct teams specifically with specialized
agents to fill roles [5]. Successful human teams, such as in sports,
are specifically composed of players with diverse abilities [42]. The
introduction of teams should change how specialization is viewed
in MARL settings, such as agents learning emergent roles from
only their credo-based reward. If rewards can not be accessed, such
as with hybrid AI/human teams, performance incentives may alter the inherent goals of agents. Furthermore, credo may help us
understand which features of a system lead to inequality, create
underlying incentives, or how to achieve alternative societal goals.
We see many interesting directions for this work. For example,
analyzing situations when teams or teammates have different credo
or if agents are able to dynamically change or learn credo over time.
Another possible direction for future work is studying how teammates could influence the credo of their teammates or other teams
and which processes achieve the highest behavioural influence.
We hope that this work helps inspire future directions studying
multiagent teams, multi-objective optimization, and the design and
impacts of incentives to improve system performance.
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